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Enforce Least Privilege Control Applications Prevent Malware Propagation

Remove local admin rights on Windows servers and endpoints. Seamlessly elevate applications 
for standard users. Grant temporary admin rights on-demand. Control application usage by 

employees through whitelisting and blacklisting.



Seamless Privilege Management for Workstations

Inventory of Devices

Local Admin Analysis

Securden Endpoint Privilege Manager eliminates excess privileges from endpoints, helps enforce policy-based application 

controls, allows Just-in-Time elevation, prevents malware propagation, and helps comply with IT regulations.

Discover and create an inventory of workstations and 

servers in your organization. Decide which devices 

require least privilege enforcement.

Identify and track the list of users and groups that are 

part of the local admin group on computers in the 

domain.

Granular Application ControlApplications Discovery

Automatically discover the applications that require 

administrator   privileges  across  the  enterprise.  

Consolidate and centrally track them.

Define and control which applications can be run by 

standard users. Whitelist trusted applications and prevent 

unapproved and malicious applications.

Offline ScenariosPolicy-based Management

Centrally enforce least privileges through granular 

access control policies for specific users or groups on 

specific workstations.

Ensure least privilege and application controls even when 

the endpoint is offline or away from the network or when 

users are working from home.

Remove Admin Privilege Elevate Applications On-Demand

Remove local administrator rights from users on 

Windows workstations. Enforce least privilege without 

impacting operational efficiency.

Empower standard users to seamlessly run approved 

applications (that would normally require admin rights) 

whenever needed. Elevate applications, not users.

Temporary Administrator Access

Grant time-limited, fully controlled, and comprehensively 

audited temporary administrator access to standard users 

on need basis. Automatically revoke access.

Continuous Monitoring

Continuously monitor who all have administrator privileges. 

Detect if new local administrator accounts are added.
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View Securden Endpoint Privilege Manager Demo Video

You can view a video recording of Securden Endpoint Privilege Manager demo. The demo 
walks you through the important features demonstrating how you can eliminate local 
administrator rights on Windows endpoints and servers, seamlessly elevate applications 
for standard users, enforce least privileges and control application usage by employees.
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